
The Power of AI



What do we 

really know

about AI?



AI is like teenage sex: 
everyone talks about it, nobody 

really knows how to do it, everyone 

thinks everyone else is doing it, so 

everyone claims they are doing it...

Source: Dan Airely
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Artificial intelligence

Early artificial intelligence stirs 
excitement.

1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2010s

Machine learning

Machine learning begins to 
flourish. Deep learning

Deep learning breakthroughs 
drive AI boom.
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Autonomy Adaptivity

Artificial intelligence = set of algorithms and techniques that

enables computers to mimic human intelligence and the

facets of human behaviour





Techniques to allow statistical

analysis of data to find patterns that

computers could not see before.

MACHINE LEARNING 

= 

PATTERNS



“Is this car going
to turn right?”

“Is there a dog in 
this picture?”

“Is this customer 
going to extend 
his subscription?”

Patterns

“Will this patient 
develop prostate 

cancer?”



How machines learn
Reinforcement learning
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How machines learn

Training the machine (model) Ask the machine to predict?

               

Supervised learning



               

How machines learn

Training the machine (model) Ask the machine to predict?

               

Supervised learning

    

     

     

        

        

          

     

Create a model automatically
from examples.

Use the model to make predictions
about new data.



How machines learn

REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Unsupervised learning



What can AI do?



It is not
pocushocus



It is just

pocus
redictionsp

o bject recognition

c reating content

u nderstanding people

s elf-moving objects 



redictionsp



Temperature
affecting sales



What is your heart 
telling you?



Optimize routes



Predictive 
Ordering



“A   w           f        
for lending”                 

Ke Jiao

AI is strong at 
weak features



bject recognitiono





Autonomous 
cars



Applications 

with image 

recognition
technology

inside



Shoppable images





The robot will help you now…



Gartner Predicts by 2020:

20% of all business content will be generated by algorithms

reating content

Gartner Predicts by 2022:

20% of all business content will 

be generated by algorithms

c















Gartner Predicts by 2020:

20% of all business content will be generated by algorithms

nderstanding
people

Emotions

u

Natural 

Language



Smart replies Real-time translation



Google AR











Gartner Predicts by 2020:

20% of all business content will be generated by algorithms

elf-moving objectss





Saving Lives







redictionsp

o bject recognition

c reating content

u nderstanding people

s elf-moving objects 



WTF?What’s the Future?



BCI VR AR





BCI



Virtual reality



Try before you buy



Augmented reality





what could
possibly go wrong?



A herd of sheep grazing on a lush green hillside 

Tags: grazing, sheep, mountain, cattle, horses

A close up of a lush green field 

Tags: grass, field, sheep, standing, rainbow, man

TRAINING DATASETS







“          w  k … 
nobody knows quite 

how they work. 

No one can predict 

w               f   .”

THE BLACK BOX 

CHALLENGE



Explainable AI



TrTraTraining 

Why did you do that?

Why not something else?

When do you succeed?

When do you fail?

When can I trust you?

How do I correct an error?

Training 

data

Machine 

Learning 

Process

Learned 

Function

Task

User

Decision or 
Recommendation

TODAY

I understand WHY

I understand WHY NOT

I know when you SUCCEED

I know when you FAIL

I know when to TRUST you

I know why you ERRED

Training 

data

New 

Machine 

Learning 

Process

Explainable 

Model

Task

User

Explanation 

Interface

XAI

“this is a cat”

“this is a cat”:
✓ It has fur, whiskers and claws

✓ It has this feature: 



USAGE





IT JUST D ESN’T 
GET IT

?



‘Siri, I’m bleeding really bad can you call 
me an ambulance’

F      w   ,  ’            ‘A  A        ’. 
OK?





ETHICAL



Algorithms give you a look in the 
mirror. They reflect the 

inequalities of our society.

- Sandra Wachter, associate professor AI ethics Oxford University



PRIVACY



Scanning people



Scanning people



Scanning people



Facial recognition







JOBS





“AI is going to change 
100 percent of jobs, 

100 percent of industries, 

and 100 percent of professions" 

-Ginny Rometty, CEO IBM



NEXT?
What to do



Let’s 

DO

AI



Pick and place

robots

Healthcare 

diagnostics

Collision

avoidance

E-commerce 

search

News & media 

content creation

Text analytics

Chatbots

Smart home 

voice interfaces

Predictive

maintenance

Forecasting

models

Business 

intelligence

Search 

recommendations

AI applications

NUMBER 
CRUNCHING

VISION
LANGUAGE 

PROCESSING



PROJECT EXPERIMENTTRAINING SOFTWARE



“W  always overestimate the

change that will occur in the next 

two years and underestimate the

change that will occur in the next 

   .    ’             f                
        .”
- Bill Gates

First it was a hype

now it is a necessity



An AI strategy is 
not optional



THANK YOU


